Nokia

- Nokia and Siemens awarded a 5G trial
- Nokia and Nokia Siemens Networks labor a joint
- Nokia and Nokia Siemens Networks plan to merge
- Nokia and Nokia Siemens Networks join forces
- Nokia and Nokia Siemens Networks announce

Emergence of the Finnish Telecommunications Sector

- The Finnish telecommunications sector was
  once fragmented and dominated by several
  small and medium-sized companies
- Nokia Siemens Networks was formed in 2006
  by the merger of Nokia Networks and
  Siemens Mobile Networks

Seeds of the Finnish Radiophone and Mobile Phone Industries

- The Finnish telecommunications sector
  was once fragmented and dominated by several
  small and medium-sized companies
- Nokia Siemens Networks was formed in 2006
  by the merger of Nokia Networks and
  Siemens Mobile Networks

Developments

- Expansion at a Rapid Rate

- The market began to attract private
  operators and manufacturers.
- The Association of Telephone Companies
  formed a joint venture in 1988,
  Radiolinja, to operate a private network.
- In 1981, demand from the Finish PTT led
  the domestic equipment industry to develop
  a base station.
- By 1985, the NMT standard had a leading
  position in a number of foreign markets,
  with an average annual growth rate of 50%

General Notice
- Nokia Siemens Networks
- Manufacturing of mobile
  phones and network
  infrastructures entered the
  market
- Nokia Siemens Networks
  continued to invest in
  telecommunications
  solutions for mobile
  networks
Finland and Nokia: Creating the World's Most Competitive Economy
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• Basic Info
• Country’s History
• Economy
• Telecom Industry
Basic Information

Surrounded by Baltic sea in the South West
Russia in the East
Sweden and Norway in the Northwest.
Capital: Helsinki
Population: 5.3 million on 130,000 sq
Surrounded by Baltic sea in the South and the West
Russia in the East
Sweden and Norway in the Northwest.
Capital: Helsinki
Population: 5.3 million on 130,000 sq miles
76% of the land covered with forests
Homogenous society with few immigrants
6% Swedish
Language: Part of the Finno-Ugrian of Hungary and Inuit of the far north (Finnish-Swedish-English)